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Abstruct- This paper examines ‘the feasibility of a semanticlevel driver activity analysis system. Several new considerations
are made to construct the hierarchy of driver activity. Driver
activity is represented and recognized at muliiple levels: individual body-part pose I gesture at the IOW level, single bodppart action at the middle level, and the driver interaction with
the vehicle at the high level. Driving is represented in terms of
the interactions among driver, vehicle, and surround, and driver
activity is recogoized by a rule-based decision tree. Our system
w u r h with a single color camera data, and it can be easily
expanded to incorporate multimodal sensor data.

I.

INTRODUCTION A N D RESEARCH MOTIVATION

Autoniobile has evolved from simple mechanical driving
machine to intelligent semi-automatic vehicle; today’s intelligent vehicle includes enhanced features for driver’s safety
and maneuver automation. ExampIes include automatic transmission and electronic fuel injection from vehicle’s viewpoint,
GPS navigalion and lane detection from surround’s viewpoint,
and body posture detection and gaze analysis from driver’s
viewpoint. We understand that driving situation encompasses
ihree entities. vehick, driver, and srrrrou~d.Most research
focus has been on the analysis of a single entity of the three.
It is useful to view the driving from the viewpoint of
interactions among the three entities as shown in Fig. I .

Fig. I .

driving activity analysis domain

The driver-vehicle interaction includes driver’s action to the
vehicle and the vehicle’s reaction to the driver. It includes
steering wheel operation, gear shifting, radio panel operdtion,
eic. as driver’s action, and meters’ dispiay, cockpit temperaiure/humidity. windshield visibility etc. as the reaction of the
vehicle.
The driver-surround interaction includes the influence of
surround o n driver and the driver’s reaction to the surround.
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Influence of surround includes weather conditions (i.e., shiny,
cloudy. rainy, and foggy day), time-zones such as daytimehighttime, outside temperature, etc. The driver’s reaction
includes attention deployment, attention distraction, action of
controIling instuments, etc.
The surround-vehicle interaction includes influence of surround on the vehicle and the vehicle’s reaction. The influence of surround includes road conditions (dry, slippeiy,
bumpy, etc.), road slope (evenfevel, upcliming, downcliining,
straight/curvy, etc.), and GPS information change. The vehicle’s reaction includes translational motion. vibration. gas
mileage changes, etc.
In this paper, we present a vision-based driver activity
analysis system that models / represents driver’s actions in
terms of interactions with the vehicle and with the surround.
Our approach is distinct from previous approaches. most of
which aim at analyzing single body parts such as pose estimation [ I I], gaze detection, or affect analysis based on facial
expression [4]. We aim at developing a high-level recognition
-scheme for driver’s activity and semantic representation of
what is going on in the driving situation.
11. D R I V E A
R C T I V I T AI IN~D INTERACTIONS

Two issues are involved in driver activity analysis: coritexf
dependency and resolurion in activi@ recogitifion. Firstly, in
order to achieve meaningful analysis of the driver behavior,
we need to consider the context in given driving situation.
Driver’s seemingly similar action of gaze [efl may have
different connotation in sight seeing context and in passingby context. The surround factor needs to be integrated i n the
recognition process. Secondly, resolution in activity recognition can be classified into gross-level recognition and detailedlevel recognition. Gross-level activity may involve large-scale
ann motion, torso motion. and head motion. while detailedlevel activity may involve gaze change and facial expression.
Detailed-level activity will require high-resolution input image
frames.
With respect to safety in driving, it is important lo distinguish driving patterns of intended driving vs. distracted driving [12], 191. Although driving pattern varies across drivers,
i t will be possible to distinguish the two patlems, if we can
build learning mechanisms for specific drivers.
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Semantic description

DRIVER ACTIVITY HIERARCHY:
I N T E R.ACTiO!V
.4CTIOil’
GESTURE
POSE
Driver activity:
irrrcrrrrtiorr = agent’s cause action + target’s effective change
acrion =
head gesture + torso gesture + arnllleg gesture

7U

Head-gesrrrrr :

associated with focus of attention
serves as a precursor of future action
Torso-ge.s!we:
constrains possible configuration of body-part pusvs
associated with specific interactions

Dynamic Bayesian network

Image sequence

Sequence classification

-L
-

Arm-/leg-gastiire:
constitutes action-units characterized by trajectory or amdleg.

Body-part pose:

instantaneous conhguration of the body part in space
31 each frame.

Fig. 2.

I

Driver activity hierarchy

I

Bayesian n e k o r k

Bodypart tree

Body pose estimation
-i--r

111. DRIVERACTIVITY
HIERARCHY

I 00

AND SYSTEM

OVERVIEW

The representation of driver activity is based on the notion
of hierarchy [7]; driver-vehicle inrrrclction is a combination
of driver’s causal action and vehicle’s effective change of
state: and the driver’s action is made up of inultiple bodypart gestures such as head motion, torso motion and arm/leg
motion. Each body-part gesture is an elernentmy evenr of
motion and is composed of a sequence of instantaneous poses
at each frame. (See Fig. 2.)
The processes of the individual levels of the hierarchy are
described in (he system diagram in Fig. 3. The states of
driver. vehicle and surround are captured by sensors. The
driver’s image is captured by camera and the body is segtnented by background subtraction. Body parrs arc estimated
by appearance-based partial-body model explained in Section
TV-A. Body parts are represented in terms of body-part tree
data structure, and the body parts’ poses are estimated by a
Bayesian network. Gestures (i.e. temporal evolution of poses)
of the body parts are estimated by a dynamic Bayesian
network. The driver’s actions and interactions with the vehicle
is represented in terms of semantic description. The driver’s
activity is recognized by a rule-based decision tree.

1v. D R l V E R

ACTlViTY

ANALYSIS

A . Prrrtid Body Model and Cockpit Setup

Driver‘s body in the cockpit is captured with a single color
camera Due to spatial constraint in the cockpit area, the
driver‘s hip and thigh are almost fixed on the seat. Drive’s
head position is also limited around the head’ rest especially
while the driver starts t h e automobile. We build an initial
occupancy i m p that specifies the plausible locations of the
head, thigh, and t o r s o h ” of driver in the cockpit as shown
in Figs. 4 and 5. The probable locations of the body parts

I
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TiDriver +vehicle +surround
Fig. 3.

System diagram for proposed driver nctiviry analysis system

are represented in terms of 2D Gaussians. We also define the
regions of interest (ROls) for important vehicle equipments
such as steerbig wheel (SW), trunsmission lever (TL), and
insfnriitent panel (IP). Window areas are also registered for
background subtraction of driver’s head / shoulder region.
The background subtraction gives a foreground map for
the driver-. Color distribution of the foreground pixels are
estimated by a Gaussian mixture model (GMM) 181. The
GMM parameters are estimated by expectation-maximization
(EM) learning algorithm using the initial frame data [3]. The
foreground pixels of the rest of the frames in the sequence
are classified with respect to the learned GMM. The pixels
are grouped into blobs according to the color similarity. The
foregmpnd blobs of the initial frame are mapped to the
occupancy map. Individual blob belongs to one of the body
parts in our partial body model. Body part tracking is achieved
by our multitarget-multiassociation tracking algorithm [8].
We first detect the head of the driver as follows: a deformable ellipse template is fitted to the silhouette of the
foreground head (ellipse D in Fig. 5(b)). The reasonable range
of the ellipse sizes is predefined. The ellipse-fitted head region
may contain several Gaussian components that represent hair
color. face skin color, etc. Appropriate Gaussians that represent
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,

instrtlment panel

turn-left

hold SW without motion
turn head left and turn SW

backup

turn head back and turn SW

TABLE I
tranmLrticrn In

LISTOF TESTED ACTIONS. sw DENOTES steering n h e [ .

Fig. 4.
Schematic cockpit setup for driver activity analysis. Region of
Interests (ROI) are defined for steering wheel (SW), transmission lever (TL),
and instrument panel (IP). Windows are modcled for background subtraction
for driver’s upper body. .

(d) turn-left
Fig. 5. (a)Target regions of interest (ROI) in cockpit; A; steering wheel, 6:
transmission lever, C: instrumem panel, @) Partial-body model represented in
terms of ellipses; D: head ellipse, E face ellipse, F armshands ellipse, G:
lower-body ellipse. and W: torso ellipse.

face skin color are selected from the multiple Gaussians in
the head region. The skin color is initially roughly specified
with threshold values in YUV color space IS]. Selecting the
Gaussians trained from the actual driver image can update our
initial guess of the skin color. This process corresponds to
coarse-to-fine tuning of skin color distribution of the specific
driver and i t enables us to segment face from the head (See
ellipse E in Fig. 5(b)). Other skin parts such as hands (ellipse
F in Fig. 5(b)) are segmented from the foreground map by
applying the selected Gaussian distributions.
We segment the lower body by selecting blobs that fall
within the lower body ROI (ellipse G in Fig. 5(b)). Torso part
corresponds to the rest of the blobs after removing head part
and lower-body part (See ellipse H in Fig. 5(b)).
We represent individual body parts in terms of ellipses and
convex hulls [ti]. Kalman filters are used to reliably update the
parameters along the video sequence.

B. Activity Representation

n

In this paper, we concentrate on examplar activities in
driving behavior. The list of tested actions in this paper is
summarized in Table 1. The individual activity is depicted in
the schematic activity patterns in Fig. 6.
Individual body parts’ gesture patterns involve head motion. torso motion, and/or arm motion.,Head motion includes
fuming head left, turning hend right, le$-gaze without tum,
fontsurd-gaze without turn, and right-gaze without turn. Torso
motion includes moving Jiwwcrrd, moving backwcrrd, fuming

(e) turn-right

(f) touch-radio

Fig. 6. Schematic activity patterns considered in the development of driver
activity analysis system.

right, and turning leji. Arm motion includes moving up,
moving down, stretching, rvirhdruruirig, and rotating. Arm is
the major actuator to control steering wheel, instrument panel,
and transmission lever.
Pose estimation is performed by a Bayesian network that
efficiently handles kinematic constraints of the body parts in
the partial-body model.
Gesture estimation is performed by a dynamic Bayesian
network equivalent of hidden Markov models.
The ACTION in the hierarchy plays key role in understanding driver activity at semantic level. It forms a semantically
meaningful event. We represent an action in Fig. 2 in terms of
operution triplrr developed in our previous study [7] as shown
in Fig. 7. We will use the terms urrn Bnd liand interchangably.

We conceptualize human actions in terms of an operation
triplet defined as triplet = <agent-nzotion-target> according to the theory of ‘verb argument structure’ in linguistics
[lo]. The argument structure of a verb allows us to predict
the relationship between the syntactic arguments of a verb
and their role in the underlying lexical semantics of the
verb. The operatimi triplet represents the goal-oriented motion
of
agent (i.e., a body part) directed toward an optional
target. The clgent set contains body parts: ‘head’, ‘torso’,
and ‘arm’.The nzofion set contains basic ‘action-atoms’ as
vocabulary for possible motion of the body parts: ‘stay’,
‘rotate’, ‘move forward’, ‘move backward’. ‘raise’, ‘lower’,
‘stretch’ and ‘withdraw’ . The rarger set contains important
ROls in the cockpit as vocabulary for possible target of the
motion: ‘steering wheel’, ‘transmission lever’, and ‘instrument
panel’.

an
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Set notation for human action:
The universe set of human action: U
I/ = { action 1 action = <agent-motion-target> }
agent set: S
S = { si I s i = various body parts as agent term}
= {head, torso, arm)
motion set: V
I’ = { vJ 1 uJ = movement of the body pan}
= {sfuy, rotate iefv’right, iiiove fomard/bnchn,ard,
mise, lower; stretch. ti~i~hrlmw}
target set: 0
U = { uk: I a,, = cockpit elements in the schematic cockpit}
= {steering wheel, irutrumerir pane/, rra~istnissioirlever}

Fig. 7. Driver action is represented in terms of ’operation triplet’ and
corresponding vocahrrlary sets.

coincident relations of multiple action events. and the activity
is recognized by a rule-based decision tree classifier. The
decision tree includes domain knowiedge regarding constraints
in kinematically possible configurations of multiple body parts.
For example, touching r d o action may not involve rear-view
or left-view head pose from the camera viewpoint. because the
location of the instrument panel (IF‘) requires the driver to see
the IP with righr-view or front-view head pose. In contrast,
backing up action may involve all kinds of head pose, since
the drive may turn the head left / right or see through the
rear-view mirror without turning the head while backing up.
These rules are systematically organized in a decision tree,
and the recognition of driver activity is a process of decision
tree traversal. If the process reaches a leaf node of the decision
tree, the recognition is completed,

v.

3 -

Seouential events

Coincident ex-ents

Fig. 8. Temporal relations between two events A and B: sequential ( I : hejhrc,
2: meer, 3: overlrrp) and coincident (4: sfurr, 5: dlrnrrg. 6: finish.)

C. Driver Activity Rscognitiori
The task of activity understanding is equivalent to the task of
transforming a video sequence to a semantic description using
the operation triplets filled with the appropriate vocabulary
terms in Fig. 7. The transformation rules are determined by
domain-specific knowledge about driving actions. For example, the action of touchjug rudio involves arm motion toward
the instrument panel (IP), and is represented by <arm-stretchIP>, while the action of lecining forward is represented by
<torso-move-forward-null>, The null target indicates that no
actual target is involved in the action.
Multiple events may be involved i n a specific action /
interaction depending on the complexity of the corresponding
activity, because multiple body parts may be involved in
the activity. For example, the action of s h $ h g gear may
involve <arm-lowerL=> followed by <arm-stretch-TL> in
sequential order. The action of touching radio will involve
coincident operation triplets: <am-stretch-IP> and <headstationary-null> with right-view head pose.
We adopt Allen’s interval temporal logic [ I ] to represent the
sequential and coincident relations between two events in the
temporal domain (i.e., before, meet, orw-lap, sfart, during. and
finish etc.) as shown in Fig. 8. Two events are called sequeiitid
if one follows the other within some time period. Two events
are called coincident if the two events overlap more than half
portion of each other [7J.
A driver activity is described in terms of sequential I

SYSTEM CONSIDERATIONS

Most behavioral analysis efforts involve simulator studies to
test driver behaviors in specific situations [12j. While simulator studies permit highly controlled situations, generalization
of the results to real world driving is problematic due to lack
of rich context of real-world driving. We have implemented
several sophisticated test beds for real-world driving in order
to capture synchronized data of driving behavior and context
and to analyze video and other time-based data in real time
151.
The illustrative system uses a single color caniera to capture the cockpit view. The camera is firmly mounted on
the passenger-side cockpit body to view the driver’s upper
body. Appearance-based partial body model constructed from
a single camera view has ambiguity due to occlusion. It is not
easy to distinguish between left and right arms.
The low-level image processing steps with only a single
color camera are challenging. Alternative setup may include
multiple modalities. Multiple cameras can be used for more
robust segmentation of the upper body by incorporating 3D
Voxel data 121, stereo range data, or thermal data [I I]. Thermal
camera is effective for nighttime vision. There is trade-off
between robustness and cost.
Another ambiguity may be caused by sensor noise; sensor
noise may make it difficuh to detect the contact between a
body part and a cockpit equipment. Automobile’s CAN bus
data IS] can be used to disambiguate the situation. CAN bus
data is directly read from the automobile’s electronic control
unit. and it will enable us to pinpoint automobile’s reaction’to
driver’s maneuver.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL
RESULTS
NTSC images of drivers are captured by a Sony DCRTRV950 handcani at frame rate of 30 frames per second.
After the background statistics are collected from a set‘of
images of the seat unoccupied. the driver is asked to perform
a few driving actions summarized in Table I. Fig. 9 shows
the raw and skin-segmented video frames of the drivers in
different actions: backing up, shifriizg gear and touching radio,
respectively.
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Fig IO. Morion of individunl body puns in Fig. 9(a)-(b): ca) head orienution.
(b) vertical position of hand(s). and (c) horizonral position of hand(s) in [ e m s
of imagc. coordinates. (a) vertical distance from image rop and (b) horizont;ll

position along the sequence.

(4

(b)

!C)

Fig. 1 I .
Ilriver's bmkiux-wp activity repiescnted i n r e m s of combined
actions in Fig. 9(a)-(b).(a) hcad orientation, (b) dispersedness of hand blob(sj
represented in terms of the m c e ol covariancc matrix from hand hlob, (c) hand
blah's distanccs kom steering wheel, transmiision lever. and instrument panel.

The interaction between the hand(s) and the cockpit ROls
is shown i n Fig. I I. The trace of the covariance matrix of
the hand pixels represents the hand blobs' spatial extension
as shown in Fig. 1 I (b). The temporal evolution pattern
indicates that the hand(s) move around within a limited range
of positions (See Fig. LO (b) and (c).) The plots indicate that
the hand(s) move around the steering wheel as shown by the
short distances in Fig. I I (c). The Eucledian distances from
the handis) position to the ROls are plotted in Fig. I1 t,c). The
Fig. 9. Example sequences: (a) backup scqucncc, ( c ) shift-gear scqiicnce bottom curve denotes the distance to the steering wheel, the
and (e) rwch-radio scquence. (h). Id). (I) are rhc ccn-rcsponding inleracrion middle curve to the transmission lever, and :I-Ltop curve to
among skin blobs and cockpit RO1 holbs, reapcctively.
the insti-ument panel, respectively.
All this low-level information is efficiently summarized and
represented in tenns of operation triplets i n Fig. 7 by our driver
The head and hand(s) motions during the hockirig-up action activity hierarchy framework in Fig. 2.
The semantic representation of driver's activities is shown
in Fig. 9(a) are plotted in Fig. 10. Horizontal axes of the plots
denote franie numbers spanning 1 through 160. The head in Fig. 12 for the sequences in Fig. 9: (aj huckup (b) shifrorientation i s plotted in Fig. IO(a). The vertical axis denotes geur and (c) touch-radio sequences, respectively. The proposed
I: right-view, 2: ,front-view, 3: left-view, and 4: rem-view of system efficiently represents the diverse driver activities, and
the head from the camera viewpoint. The head orientation in recognizes them correct I y.
the data changes From right-view to front-, to left-, to frunt-.
VII. CONCLUSION
to right-view.
The hand(s) positions in vertical and horizontal image
dimensions are plotted in Fig. I O (b) and (c). respectively. If
multiple hand blobs are involved, we only consider effective
blobs large enough to exceed a threshold value of predefined
blob size. The position of the hand(s) is denoted by the gravity
center of the pixels in the effective blobs. The vertical position
denotes the distance from image top to the center of hand
blob(s). The horizontal position denotes the distance from
image's left border to the center o f hand blob(s).
The plots show the sequential events of head wtutiori
followed by, vertical hmd(sl ninrion. This behavior pattern is
typically observed from multiple drivers in the experiments.

In this paper we have shown a framework for a driver activity analysis system. Our approach is based on the hierarchy
of action concepts: static pose, dynamic gesture, body-part
action, and driver-vehicle interaction. We represent a driving
situation in terms of multiple interactions between driver,
vehicle and surround. Our framework provides a bridge to
connect individual body-part tracking to the semantic level
analysis of driver activity. This system can also be expanded
to include other sensor modalities such as stereo image and
thermal image for improving robustness. The system can also
incorporate intormation about vehicle and surround as well as
about driver for including more rich activity scenarios.
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'Backup' sequence
<head rotate-nght> (Head front-view) <head-sotate-left>
(Head nght-mew) <head-stationzn> (Head n&t-ulew)

Head
Torso

<torso-stationary>

c

(Torso right-view)

time

iarm-rotate-SW>

k
Y
m
. (4

P

tame

~arm-raise-SW> cam-s;tlse-SW>
:arm-lawer-SW>
time

(4
' Shift-gear'

Head
Torso

sequence
<head-stati may>
(Head: right-view)

time

<torso-stahmaqs
(Torso right-view).

time

~

P

m-

~

Head

chead-stationW>
(Head: right-view)

time'

Torso

<tors o-stati may>
(Torso: right-view)

time

C

<arm-stretch-null >

Ar"

%rm-stretch-Pi

L

time
(C)

Fig. 12. Semantic reprcbcnlation of drivcr's activity in Fig. 9: ( a ) l x ~ k i r p(6)shft-pcwr and (c) turrch-rudio sequences. Multiple body part's actions and poses
are aligncd along a common time line. The spxitic pattem of seqirential and coincident action events of body pnrts specify the corresponding iiikr;rctions
hetwccn driver and the vehicle.
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